Ex-Or Case Study

Ex-Or and SSE
Enterprise partnership
reduces call centre energy
consumption by 40%

SSE is one of the UK’s largest generators of renewable energy,
deploying wind and hydro power to produce clean and efficient energy
for its customers. SSE undertook a project which resulted in a 40 per cent saving
on the cost of lighting its Hampshire call centre, helping it deliver on a commitment
to reduce overall energy consumption by 15 per cent over a five year period.
SSE is committed to training its customer
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metre call centre on Penner Road in Havant,
Hampshire, houses approximately 2,000
employees. The scale of the call centre and
its hours of operation – Monday to Friday
from 7am to 8pm and Saturday 7am to 2pm –
presented a challenge to light the workspace
effectively and efficiently. SSE made it a
priority to avoid light usage in unoccupied
areas, such as hallways and storerooms, to
cut back on unnecessary usage and costs.

The mechanical and electrical contracting
arm of SSE’s specialist business-to-business
division – SSE Enterprise Contracting – worked
in partnership Ex-Or to deliver a retrofit
solution capable of adapting to the building’s
changing requirements. Ex-Or supplied
lighting controls in its call centre space with
a combination of wireless transmitters and
wireless receivers, along with standalone passive
infrared (PIRs) sensors to ensure artificial light
is used only when absolutely necessary.

In total 500 wireless receivers, 1,283 dimmer
receivers and 115 standalone PIR were
installed in order to achieve the necessary
lighting control for the vast space.
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dropping, leading to higher levels of stress
and the feeling of being sleepy[2]. In short,
harsh or dim lighting or workspaces lit solely

Phil Bell – Engineering Manager – SSE

by artificial means can lead to an increasingly
unproductive and unhappy workforce.
With lighting controls and sensors in place
SSE has the ability to dim or switch off
artificial lighting automatically in response to
the availability of daylight. This has allowed
the company to provide a comfortable
environment for its employees, ensuring
they are not exposed to high levels of
artificial lighting throughout the day.
For more information about Ex-Or’s products
and services please visit www.ex-or.com.
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